
 

 

 

 

 

 

Knowledge Organiser: November 2021 

Year 7 

 
“Wise men and women are always learning, always listening for fresh insights.” 

Proverbs 18:15 (The Message) 
 

 

 

 
Determination     –     Integrity     –     Ambition     –     Humility     –     Compassion 

Student Name: 



Using Your Knowledge Organiser 

Your teachers have worked hard to produce this document for you and have selected the most important knowledge that you will need to know to make good progress in 
their subjects. You should aim to learn all the information in your knowledge organiser off by heart.   

Try out some of the strategies listed here to help you achieve this.  

 

1. Read the knowledge organiser and ensure you understand it. 
Try and make links between the information on it and what 
you already know and do. 
 

2. Look, Cover, Write, Check – the traditional way of learning 
spellings! 
 

3. Create a Mnemonic – Using the first letters of keywords create 
a memorable sentence or phrase. 
 

4. Create an acronym – using the first letters of keywords to 
create a word to prompt you to remember all of the 
information. 
 

5. Write it out in full on a blank version of the same format. 
 

6. Write it out in note form, reducing it to key ideas or words. Try 
the same format but a smaller piece of paper. 

 
7. Recreate the knowledge organiser as a series of images and 

words 
 

 

 

8. Write a set of test questions for yourself using the organiser.  
• Answer these without the organiser the next day.  
• Swap your questions with a friend to increase 

challenge.  
• Turn your questions in to a game by putting them 

on cards and playing with friends. 
 

9. Chunk the knowledge into smaller bitesize sections of around 
5 pieces of information. Concentrate on mastering a chunk 
before you start on the next. 
 

10. Try to make connections between the information and people 
you know. E.g. Visualise yourself trying these strategies with a 
specific teaching group. 
 

11. Talk about the information on the knowledge organiser with 
another person. Teaching someone else about it helps us learn 
it. 

 
12. Say the information out loud – rehearse it like learning lines 

for a play, or sing it as if you are in a musical!  

 



Year 7 — English ‘Oliver Twist’ 

03. Analytical Paragraphs  

 

01. The Poor Law (Context) 

How many children died before the 

age of five?  

Nearly half.  

Why were so many people living in 

poverty?  

There were no pensions or benefits for people 

unable to work. There were often not enough jobs.  

When was The Poor Law introduced?  1834  

What did it make illegal?  Giving the poor food or money. 

Where did the poor have to go, if 

they were desperate?  

They were sent to workhouses, where they would 

work in exchange for food and shelter. They would 

receive no wage for their work.  

How did Dicken’s feel about The Poor 

Law?  

He was opposed to it. He believed the poor were 

treated like criminals.  

04. Analytical Paragraphs Exemplar  

02. Key Vocabulary 

wretched  
Unhappy; miserable. 

repulsive  
A person who is disgusting or distasteful. 

protégé  A specially talented pupil. 

pickpocket   
A person who steals from pockets or purses in crowded or public places. 

betray  
To not be loyal or faithful to. 

naïve  Simple, natural, and unsophisticated; lacking in suspicion. 

capture  To be prevented from leaving – caught, held. 

obscure  Not known by many people. 

How is Bill Sykes first presented in ‘Oliver Twist’? 

1. Write your comment that answers the question. 

2. Provide evidence to support your comment. 

3. Explain what this shows/ suggests about Bill Sykes. 

Introduce evidence: Explain what this shows about the character: 

For example, ‘….’ This suggests 

This is shown when Dickens says ‘…’ This shows 

This is shown when he describes how 

‘….’ 

This creates the impression that 

How is Bill Sykes first presented in ‘Oliver Twist’? 

1. Write your comment that answers the question. 

2. Provide evidence to support your comment. 

3. Explain what this shows/ suggests about Bill Sykes. 

Bill Sykes is first presented as aggressive and dangerous. For example, ‘The man who 
growled out these words was a stoutly- built fellow of about five-and-thirty.’ We hear 
Bill Sykes before we see him which makes him mysterious. Dickens describes how he 
‘growled’ which creates the impression that Bill is animal-like. When he makes his ap-
pearance, he is described as being ‘stoutly-built’ which suggests that he is strong, large 
and capable of hurting someone. The combination of this strength and anger create 
the impression that his power could be released at any moment and that he is unpre-
dictable. 



Year 7 — English (‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream) 

2.  Key characters in ’A Midsummer Night’s Dream’  

Theseus The duke of Athens.  He is a strong and strict ruler of the city. 

Hippolyta Theseus’s bride.  She was a fearless warrior. 

Egeus 
Hermia’s stubborn father who wants her to marry Demetrius or be 

put to death. 

Lysander He is in love with Hermia and runs away to the forest with her. 

Demetrius He wants to marry Hermia and is disgusted by Helena’s love for him. 

Helena Hermia’s friend who is desperately in love with Demetrius. 

Oberon The king of the fairies who controls the love potion. 

Titania 
The fierce queen of the fairies who falls in love with Bottom when 

the love potion is put on her. 

Bottom 
A weaver and actor who has his head turned into a donkey.  Titania 

falls in love with him when she is under the love potion’s influence. 

Puck Oberon’s mischievous servant who puts the potion on people’s eyes. 

1.  Key contextual information about Shakespeare and ‘AMND’ 

Shakespeare was born 23rd April 1564 (or so the experts think).  This was over 450 years ago and 

almost 250 years before Charles Dickens. 

Shakespeare wrote sonnets, tragedies, comedies and history plays. ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ is 

regarded as one of the funniest of his plays. 

The ruler in charge of England when Shakespeare was born, was Queen Elizabeth.  We call this the 

Elizabethan era. 

Queen Elizabeth had decided not to get married which many people disagreed with. 

Shakespeare would have learnt a lot about Ancient Greece and Rome when he was at school. 

 The ancient Greeks and Romans lived about two thousand years before Shakespeare was 

even born.  

 The Elizabethans really admired the ancient Greeks and Romans, even though they lived such 

a long time ago.  

Some of Shakespeare’s plays are about real things that happened in ancient Greece and Rome and 

some of his plays are about myths from Greece and Rome.  

His play ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ is set in one of the most famous ancient Greek cities called 

Athens.  It was known all around the world for its wealth and grand buildings.   

The people who lived in Athens were called ‘Athenians’.   

3.  Key vocabulary 

soliloquy 
a speech in a play that the character speaks to himself or herself or to the audience, 

rather than to the other characters. 

severe very strict or harsh 

conflict a serious disagreement, battle or struggle between two sides or ideas. 

to mock to mock someone is to make fun of them 

chaos a situation where there is no order and everyone is confused. 

to resolve to solve a problem or difficulty 



Half term 3                                                                       Subject: Mathematics                   Fractions 
 

Subject Terminology 

Numerator The top number in a fraction. Shows how many parts out of the whole. 

Denominator The bottom number in a fraction. Shows how many equal parts the 
whole is divided into. 

Fraction A quantity that is not a whole number. Contains a numerator divided by 
a denominator.  

Reciprocal The reciprocal of a number is 1 divided by that number. E.g. 2 has a 
reciprocal of ½  

Improper 
Fraction 

A fraction where the numerator is greater than or equal to the 
denominator. 

Mixed Fraction A whole number and a fraction combined into one "mixed" number. 

Simplified 
Fraction 

A fraction where the numerator and denominator have no common 
factors. 

Equivalent 
Fraction 

Fractions which have the same value, even though they may look 
different. 

 

Fraction 
A fraction 
represents 
how many 
parts out of 
a whole. 

Multiplying Fractions: 

Equivalent Fractions 

Fractions on a Number Line 

Mixed Numbers 

To convert an improper fraction to a mixed 
number, work out how many ‘whole’ numbers 
you have then work out the remainder 

 

To convert a mixed number to an improper 
fraction, multiply the integer by the 
denominator of the fraction and then add 
the numerator to give the new numerator. 

 

 

 

 

Here I have 6
6
 + 1

6
 = 7

6
 = 11

6
  

 

11
5
 = (1 × 5)

5
 + 1

5
 = 5

5
 + 1

5
 = 6

5
 



Half term 2                                                                       Subject: Mathematics                   Indices and Negatives 
 

 

 

Subject Terminology 

Index Also known as ‘power’ or ‘exponent’. The index of a number says how many 
times to use the number in a multiplication. 

Prime 
Factorisation 

Finding which prime numbers multiply together to make the original number. 

Area The amount of space inside the boundary of a flat (2-dimensional) object. 

Prime 
Number 

A number with 2 factors, 1 and itself 

Operation A mathematical process. The most common are add, subtract, multiply and 
divide (+, −, ×, ÷). 

Square When a number is multiplied by itself, twice. E.g. 42 = 4 x 4 

Cube When a number is multiplied by itself three times. E.g. 23 = 2 x 2 x 2 

 

Index Notation 
The exponent (or 
index or power) of a 
number says how 
many times to use the 
number in 
a multiplication. 

102 means 10 × 10 = 
100  (It says 10 is 
used 2 times in the 
multiplication) 

 
1³ = 1 x 1 x 1 = 1 

2³ = 2 × 2 × 2 = 8 

3³ = 3 × 3 × 3 = 27 

4³ = 4 × 4 × 4 = 64 

5³ = 5 × 5 × 5 =125 

 

Prime Numbers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

Order of Operations 

 

 

Adding Negative Numbers 

+ add + 
Add the numbers; end result is a positive  
E.g. 3 + 5 = 8 

+ add – 

Find the difference between the 
numbers; end result takes the sign of the 
number with largest magnitude. 
 
E.g. 3 + - 5 = -2 

- add - 
Add the integers; end result is a negative 
-3 + -5 = -8 

 

Multiplying Integers 
If the signs are the 
same, the result is 
positive. 

Cube Numbers 

Square Numbers 

Inverse Operations 

+       − 
×      ÷ 
2            √ 
3         3√ 

 



Subject Terminology Definition

Non -contact force A force that acts between two objects that are not touching
Contact force A force that act between two objects that are physically touching each other

Balanced force When two forces acting on an object are equal in size but act in opposite 
directions

Unbalanced force When two forces acting on an object are not equal in size, we say that they are 
unbalanced forces.

Resultant force A single force that has the same effect as all the forces acting on the object.

Gravitational potential 
energy

The energy stored in an object that is raised above the ground

Gravitational field 
strength

how much gravity a planet applies to objects around it

Orbit form of circular motion

Speed, distance, time graphs 

Year 7 Subject: Science - Physics Topic: Forces 

Key calculations Identifying forces 



Subject 
Terminology

Definition

Fossil Fuel A fuel, such as coal, oil, or natural gas, formed in the earth from 
plant or animal remains

Renewable Energy from natural sources that will never run out
Non renewable Energy from a finite supply that will run out at some stage. They 

are used faster than they can be replaced
Dissipate The process of energy spreading out into the surroundings, 

normally causing heating of air particles

The law of 
conservation of 
energy 

Energy can’t be created or destroyed. It can only be converted 
from one form to another

change in 
gravitational 
potential energy 
(J) =

Its weight  (N) x its change in height (M)

Energy stores and energy transfers 

Year 7 Subject: Science - Physics Topic: energy

Calculating energy transfer 

Fossil Fuels
Non-Renewable
Advantages
• Reliable
• Cheap
Disadvantages
• Releases carbon dioxide which 

causes global warming
• Releases sulphur dioxide which 

causes acid rain

Energy resources 

Solar Cells
Renewable
Advantages
• Renewable
• Does not produce CO₂ or SO₂.

Disadvantages
• Expensive
• Unreliable in areas that do not have much 

sun
• Do not work at night.

Wind
Renewable
Advantages
• Renewable
• No carbon dioxide released

Disadvantages
• Unreliable
• Visual pollution
• Noisy



Half-Term 2            History          Topic: Hearts and Minds 
      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1066 

Contenders Battles Consequences 

On 5th January, 1066, King Edward the Confessor died. He had no children so there was no one who 
would naturally become the next King of England. 
Three men claimed that they had 
the right to rule England: 
 

• Harold Hardrada 
• Harold Godwinson 
• William of Normandy 

 

Harold Godwinson became King 
after the death of Edward the 
Confessor because he was the 
only one in the country! The 
others are not happy and … 

William began to build castles 
(Motte and Bailey) to 
establish his control on 
England. The castles were a 
symbol of Williams power 
and allowed him to protect 
his soldiers.  

Harold Hardrada was a Viking 
He was King of Norway from 
1046 to 1066. Hardrada means 
The Hard Ruler. He was a 
talented military general and is 
often called the last Great Viking. 

Harold Hardrada attacked the 
North of England with 500 ships. 
On the 25th Sep, Harold met 
Hardrada at the Battle of 
Stamford Bridge. Harold 
Godwinson won! 

William conducted a study 
called the ‘Domesday Book’. 
This allowed him to collect 
important information on the 
people of England. 

Harold Godwinson was from 
England. Son of a great Anglo-
Saxon Lord and wealthiest man 
in England. 

However, by now William had 
landed in the South of England … 
Harold had to rush south to meet 
him. 

Castles allowed William to 
keep control because it was a 
base for the Normans and it 
intimated the Anglo-Saxons. 

William of Normandy was a 
Norman. He was a brutal leader 
who cut the hands and feet of his 
enemies. 

They met on the 14th October on 
a hillside in Hastings. William 
won the battle and became King 
of England. 

Domesday book allowed 
William to keep control as he 
was able to assess the 
wealth of his people 

In the Middle Ages, the Church was very powerful.  This meant that 
Church leaders were involved with other things beside preaching sermons. 

Some helped the government to run the country, while some studied 
subjects like science and came up with new ideas. Some church leaders 

set up schools and hospitals. 
In the Middle Ages very few people 
could read and write. The Church 
was the only organisation that had 
lots of well-educated people. 

As the only people who could read, 
priests were the only ones who could 
find out about different subjects like 
science, history and geography. So 
people who were interested in these 
subjects had to become priests, 
monks or nuns. 

Many hospitals were run by the 
Church. The Church was supposed 
to give money to the poor. So if you 
had money troubles your best way 
of getting help was to as a priest, 
monk or nun. 

The Church was very rich, as it was 
the biggest landowner. When people 
wanted to give a big gift to the 
Church, they often gave land. As a 
result priests, monks and nuns spent 
a lot of time as landlords. 

How did people get to Heaven? 

Route 1 – The Priest 
People could confess their sins to a 
priest which would then make them 
sin free. 

Route 2 – Pilgrimages 
People would travel a long way to 
show how sorry they were for the 
sins they had committed. 

Route 3 – Buying your way  
People often left money for prayers 
to be said after they died. This was 
to relieve them of their sins. 

Route 4 – Become a monk or nun 
People would devote their whole life 
to God in order to reach Heaven 
when they died. 

The Crusades 
The Crusades were a series of wars 
where Christians and Muslims 
fought to control the Holy Land. 

Look at the sources below. How do they differ? Which 
Interpretation do you find more convincing about 
Saladin’s character?  

Jerusalem is a holy place for 
Christians because many important 
events in the life of Jesus happened 
there. It is holy to the Muslim 
religion, Islam, too. Muslims believe 
their prophet, Mohammed, visited 
Heaven from there.  

A description of Saladin by Z. Oldenbourg 
 
This extraordinary man’s behaviour was anything but 
saintly. He was not incapable of cheating. He was 
calculating, cold and unscrupulous. He managed to put 
a good face on even his most questionable actions. 

The Crusades dragged on and off 
for about 200 years. English Knights 
and solider mainly fought in what is 
known as the Third Crusade 
between the years 1189 – 1192 
under the King, Richard the 
Lionheart. 

Fiona Macdonald, A modern historian, describes 
Richard the Lionheart and Saladin. 
 
Both were strong and resourceful characters. Both 
risked personal danger with courage and good 
humour. Both inspired immense loyalty and devotion 
among the men who fought with them. Both achieved 
great success in war.  

The Pope would encourage all Christian countries to attack the Holy Land and make promises 
such as a pass to Heaven. People would fight in order to gain money, power. Land and to 

gain religious prizes such as redemption from sin. 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Sources  Something that tells us about history. It may be a document, a book, or an object. 

Interpretation  When a certain historical event is described from different points of views. 

Pilgrimage  A journey, especially a long one, made to some sacred place as an act of religious dedication.  

Repent  To show or say that you are sorry for a religious sin you have committed.  

Purgatory  A Roman Catholic belief that souls get trapped between heaven and hell after death. They 
believe that the amount of time they are trapped there depends on how many sins they have 
committed in their lives.  

Motte and Bailey 
Castle  

A fortification built by the Normans with a wooden keep situated on a raised earthwork called 
a motte. These were quick to build but vulnerable to fire.  

Stone Keep 
Castle  

Stone keep castles were built all over Medieval England, many by William the Conqueror. They 
replaced the many wooden keeps and were more difficult to attack.  

Concentric 
Castle  

A stone castle with at least two rings of outer walls, one inside the other. These were built later 
and were very hard to attack.  

Influence  The ability to have an effect on another person, controlling their actions or persuading them to 
do something.  

 



 

 



 
 

  
Global impacts of climate change 

The impact of rising temperatures is affecting the world 
socially, economically and environmentally in several 
potential problematic ways.  

Extreme 
Weather 

Climate is causing more unpredictable 
and severe weather events. This 
includes more frequent and powerful 
tropical storms; more extreme 
heatwaves and lasting droughts. 

Rising 
sea levels 

Sea levels have risen by 20 cm since 
1901. Due to thermal expansion, 
melting glaciers and ice caps. Some 
coastal countries are now 
disappearing.  

Food 
supply  

Warmer temperatures and changing 
rainfall will make it harder to produce a 
reliable source of food to sustain a 
rising global population. 

Plants 
and 
Animals 

About a quarter of animals and plants 
on Earth could become extinct. With 
warmer temperatures and changing 
rainfall environments will no longer be 
able to provide for the world’s fragile 
ecosystems.  

Disease 
and 
Health 

Warmer temperatures will increase the 
spread of infectious diseases like 
malaria.  

Water 
Supply 

People need freshwater to drink but 
with 1 billion people predicted to not 
have excess to enough water by 2025 
due to climate change. 

Climate 
refugees  

Climate refugees are people who are 
forced to leave their home due to the 
impact of climate change. This can be 
due to sea level rises or extreme 
weather conditions such as drought.  

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Climate Change Rising temperatures will bring changes to 
rainfall, wind patterns and weather 
conditions 

Global Warming Temperatures around the world are 
rising at a quicker rate than ever before. 

Greenhouse Gases Gases that are found in the atmosphere 
that can lead to climate change.  

Carbon Dioxide Atmospheric gas which contributes to 
the enhanced greenhouse effect 

Ice Age An period of time when Earth has 
permanent ice sheets 

Paris Climate Agreement An agreement between 190+ countries to 
limit temperature rise to less than 2°C 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Atmosphere  The gases that surround the Earth 
keeping it warm. 
 IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change. 
 Carbon Footprint The amount of carbon emissions 
produced by individuals, organisations or 
communities  

Renewable Energy Energy from a source that is not 
depleted when used, such as wind or 
solar power 



 

 Compass directions can be four, eight or sixteen point. The most basic being North, 
South, East, West. 
Contour Lines are lines on a map joining points of equal heights above or below 
sea level. 
Distance is the length of the space between two points. Usually measures Metres, 
Kilometres or miles.   
Four figure grid references points you towards a particular square on a map. 

Map keys tell the reader what the map symbols mean. 
Ordinance Survey are a mapping agency in the UK which covers the island of Great 
Britain. 
Relief is the difference between the highest and lowest elevations of an area. 

Scale is the ratio of the distance on a map in relation to the distance on the 
ground. E.g 1CM=1KM. 

Six figure grid references are numbers that show an exact location on a map. 

Triangulation point is a small pillar on a map that shows the height of an area. 

 



Half-Term 2  Year 7 French  Me, my family and friends  Threshold Concept Link(s): Describing and identifying people including myself 

 
Week 1                

 

Week 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

CONNECTIVE 
 

VERB TIME PHRASE ADJECTIVE 

parce que = 
because 
 
 
 
 

Je suis = I am toujours = always drôle = funny 

car = because 
 

Tu es = you are presque toujours = almost 
always 

amusant(e) = fun 

 Il/elle est = he/she 
is 

normalement = 
normally 

mur(e) = mature 

 
 

Nous sommes = we 
are 

souvent = often gentil(le) = caring 

puisque 
= suince 
 

Vous êtes = you 
(plural) are 

en général = generally sympa = kind 

 Ils/elles sont= they 
are 

d’habitude = generally désagréable = unpleasant 

  quelquefois = 
sometimes 

ennuyeux(se) = boring 

  parfois = sometimes ambitieux(se) = ambitious 

  rarement = rarely modeste = modest 

  de temps en temps = from 
time to time 

méchant(e) = naughty 

  presque jamais = almost 
never 

sincère = sincere 

  jamais = never embêtant(e) = annoying 

   parresseux(se) = lazy 

   triste = sad 

   fidèle = loyal 

   fort(e) = strong 

   heureux(se) = happy 
 

   bavard(e) = chatty 
 

   égoïste = selfish 
 

 

OPINION NOUN 

J’adore = I love mon père = my dad 

J’apprécie = I love ma mère = my mum 

 mes parents= my parents 

 mon frère = my brother 

J’aime beaucoup = I really like ma sœur = my sister 

J’aime = I like mon grand-père = my granddad 

 ma grand-mère = my grandma 

Je m’en fiche de = I don’t care about mon oncle = my uncle 

 ma tante = my aunt 

Je n’aime pas = I don’t like mon neveu = my nephew 

Je n’aime pas du tout = I really don’t like ma nièce = my niece 

 mon cousin = my cousin (m) 

 ma cousine = my cousin (f) 

Je déteste = I hate mon beau-père = my stepdad 

 ma belle-mère = my step mum 

 ma belle-sœur = my stepsister  

Je m’entends bien avec = I get on with mon petit-ami = my boyfriend 

Je ne m’entends pas avec = I don’t get on 
with 

mon beau-frère = my 
stepbrother 

Je ne supporte pas = I can’t bear  

  

 

 



Week 3                       Week 4 

  

Verb Time phrase  

Nous nous disputons = we 
argue 

toujours = always trop = too much 

Nous nous battons = we 
fight 

presque toujours = almost 
always 

beaucoup = a lot 

Nous parlons = we speak normalement = normally ensemble  = 
together 

Nous mangeons = we eat souvent = often un peu  = a bit 

Nous sortons = we go out en général = generally chez moi = at 
home 
à la maison = at 
home Il/elle m’énerve  = he/she 

annoys me 
généralement = generally 

Il/elle me dérange = he/she 
annoys me 

quelquefois = sometimes 

Il s’occupe = they look after parfois = sometimes de moi = me 
de mes grands-
parents = my 
grandparents 

Nous nous entendons = we 
get on 

rarement = rarely bien = well 
mal = badly 

Nous ne nous entendons 
pas = we do not get on 

de temps en temps = from 
time to time 

Ils/elles me dérangent = 
They annoy me 

ne… presque jamais = 
almost never 

Ils/elles m’énervent = They 
annoy me  

ne… jamais = never 

 

 

VERB NOUN / 
QUALIFIER 

ADJECTIVE 

J’ai = I have 
Tu as = you have 
Il/elle a = he / she has 
Nous avons = we have 
Vous avez = you (plural) have 
Ils/elles ont = they have 

 
les yeux = eyes 

marron = brown 
bleu(e) = blue 
vert(e) = green 
gris(e) = grey 

    
 

 
les cheveux = hair 

blonds = blond 
châtains = brown 
bruns = dark brown 
roux = ginger 
longs = long 
courts = short 
 

  raides = straight 
ondulés = wavy 
bouclés = curly 
    Je suis = I am 

Tu es = you are 
Il est = he / she is 
Nous sommes = we are 
Vous êtes = you (plural) are 
Ils/elles sont = they are 
 

un peu = a bit 
assez = quite 
très = very 
trop = too 

grand(e) = tall 
petit(e) = short 
mince = slim 
gros(se) = fat 
grand(e) = big 
petit(e) = small 
beau (belle) = good looking 
laid(e) = ugly 
chauve = bald 
jeune = young 
vieux (vieille) = old 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 

 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://www.123rf.com/stock-photo/big_family_cartoon.html&psig=AOvVaw3h_DLl-3XBwmFXqQkmL_fM&ust=1588096470410000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCIiQwcmWiekCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD


Half-Term  Subject – Dance – Year 7 – Cartoon Capers  

CARTOON CAPERS 
The name of the cartoon means that the events in 
the cartoon represent mischief, as the informal 
meaning of Caper is "a ridiculous activity". 

 

SUBJECT TERMINOLOGY 

5 Dance Actions Jump, turn, travel, gesture, stillness 

Elements of Dance 
 
 

They make up the foundation for every dance style.  
Action, space, dynamics, relationships 
 

Action 
 

The movement which is performed by the dancer 

Space Where the dancer moves e.g. pathways, levels, directions, size 
of movements, patterns,  

Dynamics How the dancer moves e.g. fast/slow, smooth/sharp  

Relationships Who the dancer with and the way they move together e.g. lead 
and follow, mirroring, in formation, complement and contrast 

Stimulus Something that provokes an idea for a dance piece 

Canon When a dance action is performed one after another 

Unison Is to perform the same movement at the same time  

Choreography To create your own sequence of movements 

Performance skills Is being ready to perform in your starting position, not fidgeting, 
giggling, talking during the performance and holding your 
ending position after you have performed 

Facial Expression Use of the face to show mood, feeling or character 

5 KEY DANCE ACTIONS 

JUMP: It is very rare for a dance to be completed all on one level and jumping allows the 
performer to create flight and dynamic movement into the sequence. 

TURN: All dances require different types of turns, on different levels and sometimes around 
different axes. 

TRAVEL: This can involve the stationary movement of body weight from one part of the body to 
another or the travelling movement of a person or group from one area to another. 

STILLNESS: By holding a specific pose, the performer or group are creating a shape that reflects 
the music or genre of the sequence.  

GESTURE: It is when you move a part or the whole of your body but not using your weight, e.g. 
stretching, bending and twisting. 

ELEMENTS OF DANCE 
The Elements of Dance are the foundational concepts and vocabulary that help 
students develop movement skills and understand dance as an artistic practice. This 
framework is a way to discuss any kind of movement. While different dance styles call 
for specialized skills and stylization choices, the underlying elements of dance are 
visible in all dance experiences. In order to understand and talk about the Elements of 
Dance, we need to first be able to describe what we see and hear when we watch a 
video or a live presentation of dance. Sounds simple, right? But describing something 
without judgment or personal opinion is hard. People quickly form opinions about a 
new experience and students may jump right away to a personal reaction or a 
perceived meaning. Learning to slow down and simply describe what we notice is 
the first step in examining dance. 
 

 



How To Tell A Story Through Dance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
Every dance is more than just a series of movements with elaborate names.  It is a tiny part in a moving story, a tale-                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
told through the combination of dancing and music.  Or sometimes just purely with the dance moves alone. But how do you tell a story with dance if you want to try this yourself?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
Create a character for the dance – In this case it is a spy                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
The starting point is always a character.  Even if you are telling a real-life story, the character is the person whose story you are telling.  In most stories, there’s a good dose of fiction and this can be a fun thing to start with. 
Once you know who your character is, then start to think about their movements and how this will impact the dance.  For example, if someone is a brash and bold character, then their moves may be somewhat 
exaggerated.  Or someone who is up to something a little sneaky would be slower and more cautious in their movements.                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
Tie moves with emotions                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
Telling a story is about playing on emotions and evoking them in your audience.  That’s where body language and facial expressions come in.  These are the easiest way to show an emotion - happiness in a smile, sadness in a 
frown. Not only that but by creating these emotions, you will also feel them.  This helps to make the dance more realistic for people watching it.  If you are running scared in a section, that feeling of fear you have created will 
help your dance movements seem more fearful. Combining emotions with movements helps to create that story.  So if someone is angry, the use of a serious or angry look with sharp and strong dance moves will portray 
this.  Or a happy person who just had great news will have that bounce in their step and smile on their face.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Tell the story                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Once you have your characters and understand the emotions involved with the story, it is time to put it together.  There should be a beginning, a middle and an end to the dance that people can follow when watching. Sections 
of the dance can act like chapters of the story, breaking it down into smaller chunks and highlighting the most important things that are happening.  A break-up between a loving couple could be one chapter followed by a 
lonely walk in the park, heavy with sadness. 

 
 

Half-Term 2  Subject – Dance – Year 7 – Matrix – Spybreak   

The Matrix is a science fiction action film. It shows 
a future of great suffering and injustice in which humanity 
is unknowingly trapped inside a simulated reality, the 
Matrix, which intelligent machines have created to distract 
humans while using their bodies as an energy source. 
When computer programmer Neo, uncovers the truth, he 
is drawn into a rebellion against the machines along with 
other people who have been freed from the Matrix. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUBJECT TERMINOLOGY 

Stimulus Inspiration for an idea or movement. 

Freeze Frame A form of still image that is achieved by simply freezing action. 

Space Where the dancer moves e.g. pathways, levels, directions, size of 
movements, patterns.  

Dynamics How the dancer moves e.g. fast/slow, smooth/sharp.  

Relationships Who the dancer with and the way they move together e.g. lead 
and follow, mirroring, in formation, complement and contrast. 

Movement memory Is remembering the choreography in the correct order. 

5 key dance actions JUMP, TURN, TRAVEL, STILLNESS, GESTURE 

Choreograph To create a dance and movement sequence to perform.  

Duet A dance choreographed for 2 people. 

Performance skills Is being ready to perform in your starting position, not fidgeting, 
giggling, talking during the performance and holding your ending 
position after you have performed. 

Choreographic 
device 

Something that enhances your dance and allows you to create 
more movement material. Such as use of canon, unison, 
repetition, levels, dynamics etc.   

Dance appreciation Is how to understand and think about dance in all of its various 
contexts. 

Feedback To give information about a reactions to a performance of a task, 
etc. which is used as a basis for improvement. 

Narrative A choreographic structure that follows a specific story line and 
intends to convey specific information through that story.  
 

*develop the skills necessary to choreograph a dance from a stimulus, using an extract from the 
film The Matrix as a starting point. 

*turn freeze frames into movement. 

*creating a storyline for your dance. 

*working with a partner to create a duet.  

*use choreographic devices to develop movement phrases from the film extract.  

*use the 5 key dance actions to develop a range of movements.  

*show basic performance skills when sharing dance work.  

*appreciate and provide feedback to your own and peers work.     

https://www.jadeharrisonschoolofdance.co.uk/index.php/about/blog/138-how-to-tell-a-story-through-dance


Year 7                Subject: Drama               Topic: Script

Analysing a script

1. What clues does the playwright give to the actor to lift the words 
off the page?

2. Annotate the script with emotions.
3. Annotate the script and make a note of the given circumstances.
4. How will you develop your performance skills?   For example: voice 

exercises, physical exercises, characterisation exercises.
5. Regularly review your progress.  

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY
Hot Seating Directed questions at a character from a play to develop 

understanding.
Body 
language

How you move/hold your body to show attitude and feelings.

Facial 
expression

How you move/hold your face to show attitude and feelings.

Voice The use of voice to portray a character

Rehearse Practice the performance

Character The person you are playing

Blocking Working out the movement in a performance

Character 
Diary

A diary written in the 1st person from the point of view of your 
character.

Annotation Highlight and make notes on a script or photos to show 
understanding of character and script.

Role on the Wall

Words or phrases describing the character are written directly 
onto the drawing or stuck on with sticky notes. This drama 
technique can be carried out as a group activity or by 
individuals writing about their own character. You can include 
known facts such as physical appearance, age, gender, location 
and occupation, as well as subjective ideas such as 
likes/dislikes, friends/enemies, opinions, motivations, secrets 
and dreams.



Year 7               Subject: Drama               Topic: Drama Skills
Use of Voice 

Tone Does your voice sounds appropriate - perhaps harsh or soft, angry or 
happy? Is it suitable for the character you're playing?

Volume Have you got the loudness or quietness of your character right? 

Pitch Does your character speak with a high or low pitched voice? If you 
were playing a hanging judge, would a squeaky voice sound right?

Pace How quickly do you say your lines? Too fast, and the audience won't 
keep up, too slow and they might get bored. Can you change the pace 
according to what's happening in the play? 

Articulation Have you practiced speaking very, very clearly? It's crucial!

SUBJECT TERMINOLOGY
Still Image A frozen moment in time- shows action and relationships through 

body language, facial expression, levels and space.

Body language How you move/hold your body to show attitude and feelings.
Facial expression How you move/hold your face to show attitude and feelings.

Use of voice How you use your voice in performance to show character.
Rehearse Practice the performance
Character The person you are playing
Blocking Working out the movement in a performance.
Thought 
tracking

What a character is thinking.  Not what they are saying.

Gesture A movement of part of the body, especially a hand or a head, to 
express an idea or meaning.Movement

Dynamics There are moments where tension and atmosphere build, moments 
of activity, stillness, pauses and sections of higher and lower energy.

Body language How you move/ hold your body to show attitude and feelings.

Facial expression How you move/ hold your face to show attitude and feelings.

Emotions How your character moves to show the emotions they are feeling.

Eye contact Do you need to have eye contact with another character or is your 
character shy?

Character The person you are acting.

Posture How your character stands to show their age, confidence, disability, 
etc.

Gesture A movement of part of the body, especially a hand or a head, to 
express an idea or meaning.



Half-Term 2    Subject;  Music            Threshold Concept Link(s) Area of Study : Instruments of the Orchestra 
  

 TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 
Brass Instruments Brass instruments like the Horn, trumpet, cornet, trombone, tuba have a bright 

metallic sound. Playing with a mute can change the timbre. 
Woodwind 
Instruments 

Wind instruments, e.g. Flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon saxophone have a soft 
mellow sound. 

Orchestral String 
Instruments 

String instruments like the violin, viola, cello, double bass have a warm sound. 
Notes are produced by making the strings vibrate, either using a bow or plucking 
with the fingers. A string instrument can be played con arco (with a bow) con 
sordino, (Muted). It can also be played tremolo which means the player moves the 
bow back and forth quickly to create a trembling sound. 

Percussion A percussion instrument is anything you have to hit or shake to get a sound out of 
it. There are two types, those that play tunes called tuned percussion, and the ones 
you just hit called untuned. 

Untuned percussion 
instruments 

Cymbals, tambourine, bass drum, maracas, triangle, castanets, snare drum, 
timbale.  

Tuned Percussion 
instruments. 

Xylophone, Marimba, (both have wooden notes), Glockenspiel, Vibraphone, (both 
have metal notes). 

A duet Two players 

A Trio Three players 

A quartet Four players 

  

  

 
Can you name 3 brass instruments? 

How do you produce a note on a brass instrument? 

How do you play a percussion instrument? 

Name two things that can alter the timbre on an instrument. 

What is the difference between a xylophone & a glockenspiel? 

 

 

Timbre 

Every instrument has its own timbre. Timbre is the word to describe the type of 
sound each individual instrument has, it is also known as tone colour. Musical notes 
are made by vibrations, and different instruments produce vibrations in different 
ways. For example, string instruments produce their sound by either plucking the 
string or dragging the bow across the string. Brass instruments produce their note by 
the brass player buzzing their lips. The different vibrations make different timbres. 

The size and material of an instrument also alters the timbre. E.g. a violin is different 
to a double bass because its bigger.  

The same instrument can also sound different depending on who’s playing the 
instrument. The tone can vary due to the different playing styles of the players, and 
can be described as rich, full, and strong. 

The sound of an instrument is called its sonority. Its tone and timbre also contribute 
to this, along with the way you play it, (its articulation), and the dynamics you use. 

 

 

 The orchestra and other & other such music ensembles are made up of many different and varied instruments. As 
such it is important that we know and can recognise as many of these sections as possible. We need to be able to 
listen to the orchestra & identify the Timbre of different instruments and be able to identify them from this. 

The Orchestra itself is made up of 4 sections, these are; The String, Woodwind, Brass & Percussion. It is often easy to 
identify the individual sections, e.g. the different sound between strings & Brass, but it is harder to identify the 
difference between a viola and a violin.  

We need to be able to focus on each section and identify the specific qualities of each.  

 



 Year 7 Term 2  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Y 7 What are the key 
concepts of a 

religious 
worldview?? 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY AND QUOTES 

Covenant  

Creed  

Enlightenment  

Faith  

Fundamentalism  

Grace  

Inspired  

Liberal  

Revelation  

Sacramental  

 



Half-Term: HT2Y7 Subject: Art Threshold Concept Link(s): Develop ideas independently, demonstrating critical understanding  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     

Which image is abstract? Explain why the image you chose is abstract. 

                                     

                                                      

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Formal Elements Different parts used to make an 
art piece 

Abstract art Art that is non recognisable 
images 

Composition How objects, shapes and patterns 
are arranged 

Pattern A single or repeated design of 
shapes 

Shape A series of lines that form the 
outline 

Size/scale How big or small something is. 

Space The area that is unoccupied 

Complementary colours The colours opposite each other 
on the colour wheel 

Harmonious colours The colours next to each other on 
the colour wheel 

Response A reaction (to the work of an 
artist) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Wassily Kandinsky 

 
• Kandinsky was born in Russia in 1866. 

He died in France in 1944. 
He lived during both world wars. 
 

• He was the first person to make Abstract paintings.  
This upset some people as they found it shocking. 
 

• He wanted to make musical paintings and thought 
that colours were like musical notes. 
 

• He was a musician and played the piano. 
 

• He believed that colours can have meanings; for 
instance, black could mean death and blue could 
mean sad. 
Swinging, 1925 

 

 

Describe the picture Swinging using the 
formal elements. Do you like the picture or 
not and explain why. 



Year 7 HT 2     Subject – Food technology                                 Knowledge Organiser                 Topic-  Eating Seasonally and Knife Skills     
 

Eating seasonally                                                          Not eating Seasonally 

Advantages 
• It’s cheaper to buy as there is more of it 
• Supports local farmers 
• Reduces the carbon footprint 
• Reduces waste and packaging 
• Less lorries on the Road 
• It’s picked when it’s ripe, fresher 
• More nutrients and flavour 

 

Advantages 
• A larger variety of fruits and veg to eat 
• It benefits fussy eaters 
• Increased chance of getting the 

required nutrients 
• Support poorer countries 
• Can make a wider range of dishes 
• Can reproduce dishes from abroad 

Disadvantages 
• Do not get the variety of food to eat 
• Not supporting poorer countries 
• Need to be quite imaginative 
• We don’t get to try as many foods 
• If the crop is poor, the price goes up 
• A lot pressure on the farmers to 

produce enough food 

Disadvantages 
• The food is more expensive as there is 

less available 
• More packaging, more waste 
• The food is more expensive as there is 

less available 
• It’s not as fresh, it’s picked before it’s 

ripe 
• The distance it travels will leave a larger 

carbon footprint 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 
Sustainability Causing minimum damage to the planet to 

lengthen the time of our resources/food 
Carbon footprint The amount of carbon dioxide used from field 

to fork. Energy required from picking to eating 
Food miles The distance our food has travelled to get to 

our plates 
Exotic fruit Fruit which can only in its country of origin 

Staple crop A crop such as wheat which is grown in 
abundance in that country UK-Wheat; Costa 

  Seasonal produce Food that grows in specific seasons of the year- 
Strawberries-summer 

Import Products we get from abroad that we can’t 
grow here such as bananas 

Export Foods that are grown here and exported 
abroad like apples, pears, potatoes 

 

Practical Knowledge 

Knife skills 
• Julienne- Matchsticks- salad, stir-fry 
• Brunoise- Chopped match sticks- soups, 

sauces 
• Jardinere- Batons- dipping, steaming 
• Macedoine- Soups and salads 
• Paysanne- Sliced on profile, most 

common 
Purpose 

• Aesthetically pleasing 
• Easy to serve equal portions 
• Enables everything to cook equally 
• Good portion control 

 

Knife Safety 
 

• Always use bridge and claw grip  
• Use the right size knife for the job 
• Ensure they are stored in a knife block 
• Do not put knifes in soapy water 
• Make sure handles are grease free 
• Do not put them in a drawer 
• Ensure they are sharpened regularly 
• Walk with the point downwards 

 

 

                     Oven safety rules 
 

• Always use oven gloves 
• Match the right size pan to the ring 
• Put pan handles to the side 
• Do not leave cooking food 

unattended 
• Always stir using a wooden spoon 
• Never put a pan with oil in on the 

heat 
• Do not overfill a pan 
• Always turn the oven off when 

cooking is completed 
• Do not wipe hob until it has cooled 

down 
 
 
 
 

                                Kitchen safety Rules 
 

• Tie hair up 
• Wash hands before handling food 
• Stack chairs under the table 
• Wear an apron 
• Remove all jewellery 
• Leave all bags outside the room 
• Mop up spillages immediately 
• Carry knives blade downwards 
• Do not move around the kitchen, stay in your area 
• Read the recipe before you begin 

 

 

Food Technology  

HT2 



Health and safety
Apron Keep clean and reduce impact of something 

coming into you.

Goggles Protect your eyes when using machines.

Hazzard lines Only one person to be these black and yellow 
lines when operating the machine.

Ear defenders Protect your hearing from using loud 
machines.

Bags in the rack To avoid others tripping over them.

Ties and jewellery tucked away Ensuring they don’t get caught in tools.

Long hair in a hair band Avoid it getting caught in machines.

No running Avoid trips and falls and maintain a calm 
environment. 

Question Ask before using machines. Any questions, if 
in doubt – DON’T

Motion

Moving forward 
in 

a straight line

Moves back 
and forth in a 
straight line

Moves round, 
backwards 

and forwards.

Moves round 
in one 

direction.

1. Motion can be converted into different types of motion.
2. The most common conversion is Rotary to liner.

Marking and measuring out tools

Sharp pencil To make a mark .

Metal rule Used to measure.

Tri square Producing parallel 
lines.

Removing excess material

Chisel and mallet Removing area in wood.

Vertical sander Shaping and make sides 
flat.

Glass paper Making surfaces smooth.

Cutting materials

Tenon saw Cutting wood in a 
straight line.

Making holes

Cordless drill Making clearance and 
pilot holes.

Counter sink is used to berry the head of the screw to make it flush

Clearance is needed to allow the screw to pass through the material
without resistance.

Pilot hole is important to guide the screw into the material. This will stop
the wood from splitting.

CAD – Computer Aided Design
CAM – Computer Aided Manufacturer

Pro’s to CAD CAM

Accurate drawings and manufacture.

Quick to manufacture a product.

Can make in one off, batch and mass 
production.

Can manipulate and develop ideas with ease.

Library of tools.

Realistic work can be produced with models 
being made

Con’s to CAD CAM

Expensive to buy equipment.

If computer go down then no work can be 
done.

Engineers to fix equipment are expensive and 
can take time.

Spruce is a type of pine, that belongs to softwood. It is a sustainable wood that takes 10 years to grow. Used in 
construction and to make cheap furniture
Oak is a Hardwood that is very expensive. This is used to make high end furniture
MDF is made from wood particles, glue and is fairly cheap. Mainly used for flat packed furniture.
Acrylic is a versatile plastic that comes in a range colours. It has a shinny surface and can be bent. It is brittle and 
if dropped will shatter.

Adhesives

PVA – wood to wood

Tensol 12 – Acrylic to acrylic

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj2uoCJpKLdAhVNUxoKHUpADbUQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://www.resistors-and-diodes-and-picchips-oh-my.co.uk/?p%3D1605&psig=AOvVaw1_Xw72BsjUZNu2s-cZ0J0C&ust=1536182527150632
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj2uoCJpKLdAhVNUxoKHUpADbUQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://www.resistors-and-diodes-and-picchips-oh-my.co.uk/?p%3D1605&psig=AOvVaw1_Xw72BsjUZNu2s-cZ0J0C&ust=1536182527150632
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://qph.fs.quoracdn.net/main-qimg-f1049882435117426011a9dac65f6261.webp&imgrefurl=https://www.quora.com/What-is-linear-motion&docid=Ve_Ms3NpK8jA_M&tbnid=HNzKnZbMAy9CoM:&vet=10ahUKEwiH2Lem7OfkAhXGzIUKHfJTD64QMwhdKAAwAA..i&w=332&h=200&bih=751&biw=1536&q=linear%20motion%20examples&ved=0ahUKEwiH2Lem7OfkAhXGzIUKHfJTD64QMwhdKAAwAA&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://qph.fs.quoracdn.net/main-qimg-f1049882435117426011a9dac65f6261.webp&imgrefurl=https://www.quora.com/What-is-linear-motion&docid=Ve_Ms3NpK8jA_M&tbnid=HNzKnZbMAy9CoM:&vet=10ahUKEwiH2Lem7OfkAhXGzIUKHfJTD64QMwhdKAAwAA..i&w=332&h=200&bih=751&biw=1536&q=linear%20motion%20examples&ved=0ahUKEwiH2Lem7OfkAhXGzIUKHfJTD64QMwhdKAAwAA&iact=mrc&uact=8
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Personal 
 

 Desktop 
 MAC 

Portable 
 

 Tablet 
 Mobile phone 
 IPhone 
 Laptop 

Embedded 
 

 Car 
 Central heating systems 
 Domestic appliances such as dishwasher, 

TVd, digital phone 
 Digital watches 
 GPS systems  
 Fitness trackers 

 

Supercomputers 
 

 Deep Bloue 
 CRAY 
 Sunway Taihu light 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Artificial 
Intelligence 

Computers can perform tasks which would normally require 
human intelligence 
 CPU Central Processing Unit where programs are performed 
and the components are told what to do 
 Memory Memory – Keeps track of information so that it can be 
recalled later 
 Input Computer receives some information 

Process Computer does ‘something’ with the information.  
 

Output Computer outputs information. 
 

Hard drive This is where all your files are stored 

External 
memory 

Where we store information on devices that are outside 
of our computers 
 

Software The instructions stored on your computer that tell the 
hardware what to do. 
 Super computers The most powerful computers in existence 

 

Input 
Computer receives some 
information 

Process 
Computer does ‘something’ with 
the information 

Output 
Computer outputs information 

Box 1 

Box 2 

Box 3 

Box 4 



      HT 2 – Anatomy and Physiology                                             Subject: Physical Education                                                                    Threshold Concept Link(s):  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Injuries 

Sprains Sprains affect ligaments and commonly occur in the ankle, 
knee and wrist. 

Strains Strains affect muscles and tendons and occur when they get 
overstretched. 

RICE 
Rest after being injured. Ice needs to be applied to the injury 
to stop swelling. Compress the injury with a soft bandage. 
Elevate the injury to a level above your heart. 

Adaptations to exercise 
Growth and repair Our body will recover from exercise when we rest 

and will become stronger and more efficient  

Muscular adaptations 
due to exercise 

Muscles will be bigger (Hypertrophy) 
Muscles will be stronger 
Muscles will be able to work for longer without 
getting fatigued (tired) 

Skeletal adaptations 
due to exercise 

Bones will become stronger (denser) 
Joints will become more stable 
Joints will be more flexible (move more) 

Cardiovascular 
adaptations due to 
exercise 

Cardiac Hypertrophy 
Decrease in resting heart rate 
Increased number of red blood cells 

Key Knowledge 

Cardio-Vascular 
System 

Moves blood around the body and to and from the lungs. 
 
Made up of cardiac muscle forming 4 chambers. 
 
Consists of the heart, arteries, veins, capillaries. 

Respiratory 
System 

Breathing in and out. 
 
Oxygen entering the blood via the lungs and Carbon Dioxide leaving the blood via the lungs. 
 
Oxygen is taken from the lungs to the heart and then the heart pumps this oxygenated blood 
around the body 

Inspiration 
Expiration  

Inspiration and expiration are two processes involved in respiration. Inspiration is 
the process of taking in of the air and expiration is the breathing out of the air. 

 



Year 7 Home Reading 

Please use the grid below to record every time your child reads with you or on their own. We recommend 3 x 20 minute 
slots as a minimum. Reading for pleasure is really important in your child’s journey to academic success but also in 
developing their empathy skills, ability to concentrate for long periods of time and support wellbeing. 

Your child can choose books from the Magnus Canon reading list, from the suggested reading at the back of their 
knowledge organiser, from the academy library, public library or from home. 

 

Book chosen Pages 
From 

 
To 

Date Comments Parent/carer 
signature 

Wonder 25 - 46 
 

15.9.21 Read to me for ten minutes and then read 
independently for ten minutes. 
 

S.Harper 
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